FY19- CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) ARRESTEE REFUSAL AT INTAKE
July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019

July 2018
Overall Refused: 0.22%
- Total Defendants Processed: 915 (94%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 76 (7%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 9 (1%)

August 2018
Overall Refused: 0.51%
- Total Defendants Processed: 979 (92%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 74 (7%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 5 (1%)

September 2018
Overall Refused: 0.47%
- Total Defendants Processed: 846 (93%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 56 (6%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 4 (1%)

October 2018
Overall Refused: 0.6%
- Total Defendants Processed: 903 (93%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 72 (8%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 6 (1%)

November 2018
Overall Refused: 0.38%
- Total Defendants Processed: 797 (89%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 56 (7%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 3 (1%)

December 2018
Overall Refused: 0.53%
- Total Defendants Processed: 748 (87%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 57 (7%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 4 (1%)

January 2019
Overall Refused: 0.9%
- Total Defendants Processed: 888 (91%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 78 (9%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 8 (1%)

February 2019
Overall Refused: 0.34%
- Total Defendants Processed: 893 (94%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 56 (7%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 3 (1%)

March 2019
Overall Refused: 0.88%
- Total Defendants Processed: 914 (91%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 78 (9%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 8 (1%)

April 2019
Overall Refused: 0.8%
- Total Defendants Processed: 879 (92%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 70 (8%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 7 (1%)

May 2019
Overall Refused: 0.98%
- Total Defendants Processed: 919 (89%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 102 (14%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 9 (1%)

June 2019
Overall Refused: 0.61%
- Total Defendants Processed: 816 (92%)
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 86 (10%)
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 5 (1%)